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The first images of “The Last Battle” seem designed to rile people on the conservative side of the culture wars: public nudity, strippers, children dressed in drag — symbols of a society supposedly in ...
From memes to race war: How extremists use popular culture to lure recruits
Analysis: Brazil's Bolsonaro Seeks Police ... public security at this time of disturbance, at a moment of political, social and economic instability," said Corsino. "Few presidents have taken ...
Analysis: Brazil's Bolsonaro Seeks Police Support Before Elections With Reshuffle
CARTOONS | Tom Stiglich View Cartoon How did these ideas become so dominant, so quickly? The answer ... on how to solve economic problems. For the next 25 years, the political winds all over ...
How Did the Cancel Culture Become Dominant So Quickly?
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen is ratcheting up the notion that only government is the answer to every problem ... Daily quoted the Bureau of Economic Analysis: "...some $305.6 billion returned ...
I'm a Capitalist, Mr. President, but You're Not
Indeed, corporate America is joining Republicans in opposing both the House-passed voting rights measure, or HR 1, that is Democrats’ answer to ... goal of increasing economic growth and job ...
Analysis: The GOP’s fallout with big business is already mending
The answer to that question is complex ... who has served in the Van Horn Station Area for more than a decade. One political consultant is now recommending that Caitlyn Jenner up the ante on ...
Just 8% of Americans favor unlimited immigration
The answer is $821 billion out of the plan’s ... For example, the World Economic Forum index that Biden likes to cite doesn’t use it in its definition, but the president is on pretty safe ...
POLITICO Playbook: The question that’s about to dominate politics
Louis Menand’s new history of Cold War art and thought The Free World wants to rehabilitate liberal anti-communism. To do so, it downplays both the political repression of the US left and imperial ...
The Art of Saying Nothing
The study of emotions has attracted anew the interest of scholars in various disciplines, igniting a lively public debate on the constructive and destructive ...
Emotions in American History: An International Assessment
The opponent was Harish Natarajan, a thirty-one-year-old British economic consultant ... I sent the video of the debate to Arthur Applbaum, a political philosopher who is the Adams Professor ...
The Limits of Political Debate
Whether the corporate split with the GOP widens could help answer ... an analysis last year that suggested people who identified as Democrats cared more about a company’s political activity ...
Business faces tricky path navigating post-Trump politics
The fourth estate, or fourth power, refers to the press and news media both in its explicit capacity of advocacy and its implicit ability to frame political issues ... outside your social and economic ...
What role does media play when advocating to government?
But he began to see the party leadership as corrupt and stifling of his own political ... analyze the message sent by voters and to modernize the party, but so far both parties appear to lack an ...
El Salvador's Long-Dominant Parties in Crisis After Drubbing
Economic analysis estimates that self-help alone is ... or offer a fusion of east and west? It can get political in food, too. There is a difference between being influenced by flavours or food ...
The new age looks enlightened and exotic because it borrows freely from non-Anglo cultures
The second concern, the anxiety felt most sharply by conservatives, is that it’s bad for cultural and political freedom to have one company ... story is about the way that a business that cuts out ...
Ross Douthat: America’s Amazon problems
The apportionment numbers, based on the 2020 census, continue a decades-long shift of political power out of ... according to a POLITICO analysis. In 2020, Republicans will have total control ...
Census surprise: Texas gains only 2 seats as shift to Sun Belt slows
This may not be delayed anymore, and the time is right to address the economic and political deprivations ... The obvious answer (and subject of much media coverage): China, Pakistan’s ...
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